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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[As participants enter, they are encouraged to type in a quote from the pre-reading into the Chat box…)Thank you for being here today…I appreciate your sharing your favorite quotes in the chat box. Participation in this kind of setting is difficult to manage, but it does help me—and I hope you—to see who is out there and get a sense of the learning community. We’ll be asking you to chat some other responses later in the webinar, so thank you for making the effort to include your thoughts. If you haven’t inputted your thoughts yet, please feel free to go ahead and do that. For now, I see that…The purpose of that pre-reading was to ground us in why critical thinking it is important. As you have noted, the ability to think critically—or not to—affects almost every aspect of our lives as adults. Especially as access to information becomes easier and easier and lacks external controls (and I’m thinking of peer review and editors—things like that--stop gaps to misinformation being shared—it is increasingly important that adults be able to critically analyze and evaluate information. It’s also important that we learn how to monitor ourselves so that we don’t succumb to lazy or illogical reasoning when trying to make decisions or advocating for agendas that matter to us. Colleges, employers, and civic educators have all emphasized the role that critical thinking plays in their domains, so it has increasingly become something that we as adult educators are prioritizing instructionally. So let’s think about what we can accomplish today (click).





GETTING FOCUSED

By the end of the webinar, participants will be able 
to:

• Define critical thinking and 
discuss its components

• Define argumentation and 
distinguish among its key 
elements

• Try out instructional approaches:
 Hunting and checking 

assumptions
 Elements of argument
 Taking multiple perspectives
 Logical fallacies
 Assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Discuss]



ASSUMPTIONS

• You want to be here.

• You already have some prior knowledge related to 
critical thinking and argument and how to teach them.

• You can find information and resources re: finding and 
citing sources rather easily.

• Teaching critical thinking and argument are important 
beyond HSE credentialing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll be talking a good deal about assumptions in this webinar, so before we begin, let me be upfront about what was going on in my head as I prepared the webinar. First of all, I assumed you want to be here. I’m assuming that your attendance here is not required, based on the culture of the NELRC webinars, and that you are interested in the topic for your own reasons. It gives me great comfort to think this!I was also thinking that at least some of you already have some prior knowledge related to critical thinking and argument and how to teach them. You may be drawing from your own experiences as a student, or from being in past workshops, or from using instructional materials that accompany credentialing for High School equivalency, or from your own reading—just to name a few possibilities. Let’s do a quick poll. How many of you already do something with your students to enhance their critical thinking or argumentation skills?  Use your function to raise your hand. [Comment.] I hope to give you time to share that prior knowledge so that we can learn from each other.  I’m also assuming that you can find information and resources re: such things as finding and citing sources rather easily—on the internet or in ABE workbooks, for example. These are pretty hot topics these days. Andy asked me to delve a little bit deeper into the processes of critical thinking and argumentation themselves, so that is what I will be doing. And I couldn’t talk about everything in the time allotted. My last assumption is that teaching (and learning) critical thinking and argument are important beyond HSE credentialing. Your pre-reading assignment can chat boxing just emphasized how important critical thinking is to so many aspects of our lives. So this workshop is looking at the larger point of critical thinking and developing argumentation skills, beyond just preparing for a test—though the information we’ll cover in the next 50 minutes or so will definitely do that as well.



WHAT IS CRITICAL THINKING?

Critical thinking occurs when we:

 Identify the assumptions that frame 
our thinking and the thinking of others

 Check out the degree to which these 
assumptions are accurate and valid

 Look at ideas and decisions from 
several different perspectives

 (on the basis of all this) take informed 
action

(Brookfield, 2012, p. 1 and p. 157)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stephen Brookfield is a theorist and researcher in adult education. He also teaches in higher education and has done considerable work with critical thinking. In his book Teaching for Critical Thinking, he discusses critical thinking in this way…He identified four components of critical thinking.The first is what he calls the “hunting” of assumptions. Assumptions underlie pretty much everything we do. We run meetings based on our assumptions of how meetings work, we run our families based on how families and interpersonal relations work, we think about politics and vote because of our assumptions about what works best. Other people operate the same way. So a key aspect of critical thinking is looking for and identifying those assumptions so we can get at the root of people’s thinking on issues.Once we have identified that an assumption is in play, Brookfield says that a critical thinker will check out the degree to which these assumptions are valid and accurate. Is an identified assumption a “relevant guide for action”? Evidence is key here. What evidence do we have for proving or disproving our assumptions, or those of others? A third and related component of critical thinking is looking at an issues—and our own thinking--from several different perspectives. As hard as identifying our own assumptions may be—and even those of others—seeing ANYTHING from another’s point of view is extremely difficult—especially without practice. But a critical thinker will often insert a check where she intentionally checks the validity of her own point of view by imagining  how others will see it—or how they might see the topic at hand. As Brookfield says, “The whole point of critical thinking is to take informed action.” We want to make the best decision for ourselves, our group--the one most likely to lead to the results we desire. We are more likely to reach that goal—informed action that does what we want—when we hunt for assumptions, use good evidence to make sure they’re valid, and consider multiple perspectives. Brookfield doesn’t talk much about this, but he does mention something that I think is extremely important to keep in mind. That is, critical thinking always occurs within a set of values and commitments. Critical thinking itself will not lead you to what is good. Serial killers can be fabulous critical thinkers—they can identify their assumptions about stalking, hiding evidence and test those out with what we call “the literature”. They can go through the exercise of imagining how the police, the jury, their own family members will react to certain kinds of evidence, to certain kinds of motive. They can end up taking informed action that gets them what they want—a successful crime—without doing what we might call “right” or “good”. So it’s important to remember that critical thinking helps us get the results we want—it is neutral on whether or not those goals are moral or ethical. 



TRADITIONS OF 
CRITICAL THINKING

• Hypothetico-Deductive Method (scientific method)
• American Pragmatism (continuous experimentation)
• Psychoanalysis (living an integrated, authentic life)
• Critical Theory (speaking truth to

power)
• Analytic Philosophy and Logic 

(detecting language tricks)

(Brookfield, 2012)

Presenter
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Before we move on, I want to be clear that there are different ways of conceptualizing what critical thinking is. Brookfield discusses 5 traditions of critical thinking, and I’ve listed them here, just to illustrate that critical thinking, as he defines it, is applied to a wealth of contexts and takes different forms. Today, we’ll be focusing on the last tradition—the analytic philosophy and logic tradition. Argumentation is grounded most noticeably in this tradition, though it shows up in the others. It is the most influential tradition of critical thinking and is related to constructing and deconstructing valid arguments. A key aspect of critical thinking in this tradition is detecting language tricks, which we’ll take up when we discuss logical fallacies. ------------Natural Science: Hypothetico-Deductive Method (scientific method) – look for cause and effect by carefully teasing out the one variable that causes the observed effect. Evidence is based on careful manipulation of the environment and keen observation.American Pragmatism- continuous experimentation, learning from mistakes, seeking out new info and possibilities. Evidence is based on…Psychoanalysis (living an integrated, authentic life) – reflected in Parker Palmers A Hidden Wholeness: The Journey Toward an Undivided Life—posits a personality with integrity, where inner yearnins are in harmony with outer actions. Also Mezirow (becoming critically aware of how and why our assumptions constrain how we see ourselves and our relationships). Value added of this perspective: argues that through critical analysis of our experiences we can identify assumptions we hold that are preventing us from realizing our inner potentialities. (requires intense talk-therapy)Critical Theory (speaking truth to power) – most transparently and intentionally political; intent is to realize role that dominant ideology plays in our assumptions of how how the world works. Analytic Philosophy and Logic –most influential tradition of critical thinking is related to constructing and deconstructing valid arguments. This is the tradition we’ll be pulling from today. Brookfield frames this tradition as “detecting language tricks” that obscure the truth. This school of critical thinking sets standards for building logical arguments as well.[In fact, all of these traditions rely on the application of reason—of logic—for critical thinking. Criticisms of this underlying assumption of critical thinking—that reasons are what convince people or are the most basis of proof—is being questioned…]The notion of logical or reasoned thinking has been around for thousands of years. Why are we talking about it now?



WHAT IS AN ARGUMENT?

a reasoned, logical way of demonstrating that 
a position, belief, or conclusion is valid 
(Appendix A, CCSS)

emotional appeal

disagreement between two people

one person’s chain of logic to support a 
position, belief, of conclusion

Presenter
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Okay—we’ve talked about critical thinking. So what is argument exactly?An argument is a reasoned, logical way of demonstrating that the writer’s position, belief, or conclusion is valid. It’s a bit ironic that an argument in philosophy and education is actually the opposite of how we bat the word argument around on a daily basis. If you have an argument with your partner or spouse, it usually is full of emotion, right? But the opposite is true in this case. Argument, in its purest form, reflects pure logic, devoid of ungrounded emotional appeals. For our purposes today, I’ll be using argument in this way. Another confusion arises in our everyday use of argument vs. how we think of argument as a kind of discourse. In our everyday lives, an argument often refers to something happening between two people. You might say, “My husband and I had an argument last night” and that typically means that there was some back and forth among you. That evokes this idea of argument being a disagreement involving at least two sides. However, USUALLY when I use the word argument in this presentation, I’m talking about the logical chain of evidence put forth by ONE PERSON or ONE SIDE. We will be discussing how to build an argument, which is the writer or speaker’s understanding of what’s in play in the decision to be made or action to be taken. When my husband and I argue, we both put forth our individual arguments, we build our individual case. That’s what we’re talking about today—how to build an argument that is convincing because of the evidence we put forth. 



Argument
• Logic

• Cold

• Overarching goal: to 
build a case that can 
be useful in making 
decisions or informing 
action

Persuasion
• Logic + emotion

• Hot

• Overarching goal: to 
win, to convince 
people to believe 
something or do 
something

Presenter
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Let me take a minute here to contrast argument with persuasion, although the separation is not always as distinct as I’m about to make it . As I said, argument relies on pure logic, think Spock from the Star Trek series. An argument is trying to make a valid, defensible case using facts, examples, statistics, etc. Persuasion, though, tends to make more room for emotions. Logic is likely to be included, but emotional appeals are also included, more so than we would see in a pure version of “an argument.” Politicians tend to fall on the side of persuasion, as do advertisers.Teacher and author Erik Palmer says that he thinks of argument as being cold and persuasion as being hot. I think that’s an apt distinction. I think of the old police show Dragnet where the focus was on the cold, hard facts. I think another interesting distinction between the two that rarely gets discussed is what the goal of each is.  The goal of persuasion is to pull you over to my side, one way or another. I want to win. The goal of argumentation, on the other hand, is to lay out a case, with the expectation that someone else can concur with some point, counter others, so that ultimately you figure out as a group how to move forward. You want to reach the best decision for the group and need everyone contributing his or her best arguments.  In this way, a right course of action can ultimately be determined. So that’s a key distinction, persuasion is about winning; argument is about ultimately finding the best course of action. 



1. Text to: 37607

1. Type in amytrawick871 in the 
message bar. Send. [You have 
now joined the poll.]

1. Type one word/phrase at a 
time. Send.

Let’s Create a Word Cloud!
What are words you associate with argumentation? Think of 
features or elements, words used to discuss argument or 
argumentation. Type as many as you can in the time 
allowed. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the rest of our time together we’ll be talking about argumentation, or argument, as a style of discourse grounded in critical thinking.. Let’s start by pooling our understanding of what’s involved in argumentation. What are words you associate with argumentation? Think of features or elements, words typically used to discuss argument or argumentation. Type as many as you can in the time allowed—about 30 seconds. The directions are on the screen, but note that you have to type in the 37607 number first BEFORE you can start typing the words or terms associated with argumentation. Feel free to ask questions in the chat box if you need to.[Click on the Word Cloud after 30 seconds.]Okay—let’s see what you came up with. [Summarize.] These are all good words, and some of them are synonyms for each other (claim/thesis; reasons/evidence).



COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS 
STANDARDS FOR AE

• READING Anchor 8: Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific 
claims in a text, including the validity of the reasoning as well as the 
relevance and sufficiency of the evidence. 

• WRITING Anchor 1: Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and 
sufficient evidence. 

• SPEAKING AND LISTENING Anchor 3: Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, 
reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric.

• SPEAKING AND LISTENING Anchor 4: Present information, findings, and 
supporting evidence such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning 
and the organization, development, and style are appropriate to task, 
purpose, and audience. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most states have adopted content standards for adult education that address argumentation in some way. Here are some examples from the College and Career Readiness Standards for Adults. You should see some words that you just shared for the Word Cloud. Notice that claims and evidence and reasoning come up a lot.You notice here that a focus on argument is found across reading, writing, speaking, and listening. What about math? (click)



CCRSAE (CONT’D)

• MATHEMATICS: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of 
others. (MP.3) 

Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, 
definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments. They 
make conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth 
of their conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into 
cases, and can recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, 
communicate them to others, and respond to the arguments of others. They 
reason inductively about data, making plausible arguments that take into account 
the context from which the data arose. Mathematically proficient students are also 
able to compare the effectiveness of two plausible arguments, distinguish correct 
logic or reasoning from that which is flawed, and—if there is a flaw in an 
argument—explain what it is…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see words like conclusions, as opposed to claims, but the point is still much the same—building a chain of reasoning using logic. Just last week I was talking to a practitioner from Massachusetts, Sarah Lonberg-Lew, who spoke of a lesson she had done with students looking at the number of heat wave days in Massachusetts. The question was “How can you say that the number of heat wave days is increasing when in 1992 there were fewer days in 1991? The Task was to create box and whisker plots addressing these arguments using the data. Students learned that they needed to look at data over a longer time span and make a compelling argument. You can find a description of this lesson on the website of SABES Math and Numeracy PD Center—and it’s worth checking out.Of course, Science and Social Studies standards often have something similar around argument as well.So, it is obvious from the College and Career Readiness Standards and from our own understanding of the demands of this information age that we’re living in, that the ability to craft and evaluate arguments is key function that adults engage in—or should engage in. (Click.)



REMEMBER…

Arguments are 
stronger when 
all 4 
components 
of critical 
thinking are 
addressed.

Critical thinking occurs when we:

 Hunt for assumptions

 Apply evidence to test assumptions 
and support claims

 View topics/ideas from multiple 
perspectives

 Take informed action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But we need to remember that strong argument has as its foundation thinking that is critical. And for thinking to be critical, it must have 4 key components:Identify and evaluate assumptionsApply evidence to test those assumptionsLook at topics/ideas from multiple perspectives.Take informed actionMost of the instructional practices related to argumentation focus on the second of these--applying evidence. I know that in the past as a teacher, I tended to focus on teaching students to use evidence to support claims, but I didn’t think much about teaching students to hunt for and test out their assumptions. I also might have required my students to offer a counterargument, for one of those argument papers students would write now and again, but I didn’t push them to see things from multiple perspectives on a regular basis. Frankly, I don’t think I spent much time if any talking about assumptions or framing learning in terms of taking informed action. Students were just required to state a thesis and supply reasonable evidence. I tended to frame essays as stand-alones, divorced from students real lives. Let’s start with assumptions.But (CLICK) arguments are stronger when all 4 components of critical thinking are addressed. So let’s look at teaching approaches for these.



“World View” – the 
structuring assumptions 
we use to organize the 
world into fundamental 
categories; what “is”; 
hardest to uncover

Causation – assumptions 
about how different parts 
of the world work and 
about the conditions 
under which these can be 
changed; easiest to 
uncover

“Shoulds” – assumptions 
about what we think 
should be happening in a 
particular situation

Presenter
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Brookfield identifies 3 types of assumptions. Discussing these 3 types can help tease out what we mean by the word “assumption”; however, the types aren’t necessarily clearly distinct from each other, and it’s not necessary for adult learners to categorize assumptions they identify. Let’s start with “world view” assumptions. These are the “structuring assumptions we use to organize the world into fundamental categories.” These can be thought of as the overarching framework we each use for thinking about some aspect of the world: education, business, relationships, politics. Someone, for instance, might have a “world view” assumption that adult learning should be active. Someone might also assume that communication and full disclosure about all things are always good, which is fine unless that person is in a relationship with someone who assumes everyone should be afforded their privacy. In politics, someone might assume that a democracy is the best form of government, never questioning an alternative. These types of assumptions are the hardest to identify because they just feel “right.” Brookfield maintains that it often takes a “good deal of contrary evidence and disconfirming experiences to change them”. Piaget calls this kind of disconfirming experience “cognitive dissonance”; Mezirow calls it a “disorienting dilemma”. A second type of assumption is the kind we have around the “shoulds” of life: these are assumptions about what we think should be happening in a particular situationFor instance, someone might assume that young people should “respect their elders” . Whenever the word “should” comes out of our mouth, it can be a good idea to stop and reflect on what that “should” is based on.The third kind of assumption is a causal assumption.  These are the easiest assumptions to uncover. These are assumptions about cause and effect. If I do THIS, THAT will happen. For example, I might assume that if I vote, things will change. I might assume that talking problems out with a partner will make things better. I might assume that I’m safe on the roads if I myself drive carefully.One more thought about assumptions: an assumption can be true. Just because something is an assumption doesn’t make it wrong. Assumptions only get us in trouble when they are unexamined. And this is especially true if we’re trying to make an argument. 



What are some assumptions the author seems to have?

https://www.reddit.com/r/changemyview/comments/1epznq/i_think_voting
_is_a_waste_of_time_cmv/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at how assumptions work. Here is a message on Reddit, arguing that voting is a waste of time. Andy is going to read it aloud just to keep us from suffering through a deadly silence, and as she does look for assumptions the author is making. You don’t need to say anything about this yet, no need to type in the Chat Box. Just read and look for assumptions.[ANDY READS.]Note that this article has some perhaps compelling evidence, on the surface. (CLICK 5 times.) Look at all these numbers! But let’s think about some assumptions the author is making. (CLICK)
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Here are a few assumptions I identified—you may frame these differently or have identified others, but let’s take a look at these. (Read left column).These seem to be underlying beliefs that they author doesn’t think require evidence.  As I mentioned earlier, t’s not necessary to identify these assumptions as paradigmatic, prescriptive, or causal. The main goal is to identify the assumptions themselves.The next step is to think about alternatives to the assumptions expressed by the author. Critical thinkers look for alternative explanations of what’s going on. Here are just a few: (Read).Brookfield maintains that we need to hunt out and check our assumptions, using evidence. So how would we determine if the author’s assumptions or the alternatives are correct? We would look for evidence. For instance, do winners of elections ever talk of having mandates based on the results of elections? Is there evidence to support that people who vote pay more attention to current events? 



TEACHING ABOUT ASSUMPTIONS
• Share own assumptions regularly

---------------------------------------------------------------

1. Model how to identify assumptions, derive 
alternative explanations, and consider 
evidence, using a short text (or video).

2. Lead students in guided practice with the 
same process, using a new text/video.

3. Have students work in groups or pairs to 
apply the same process, using a new 
text/video.

4. Have students work individually to apply 
the same process, using a new text/video.

Gradual release of 
responsibility

Presenter
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First of all, we all need to become better at identifying our own assumptions, teachers included. Modeling for students your own processes for hunting and checking assumptions is important—I have become much better at that “hunt and check” thing since I started reading and teaching about critical thinking! If you tackle difficult topics in your classroom, it’s especially important to keep a check on your own assumptions.The rest of this slide shows a Gradual Release of Responsibility approach to teaching specifically about identifying assumptions--the “gradual release of responsibility”—the process of identifying and analyzing assumptions is gradually handed over from the teacher to individual students. Sometimes it’s called the model of explicit instruction. In any case, Brookfield and other researchers in teaching critical thinking emphasize the importance of modeling and student collaboration, which you see represented here.Identifying assumptions can be difficult, and having students identify their own assumptions can make them feel vulnerable or under attack—which is another reason to model this ourselves, constantly. But starting with OTHER PEOPLE’S assumptions can be more comfortable for a class. So you can choose a short text or video and model how to identify assumptions, derive alternative explanations, and consider what kinds of further evidence are needed.You can begin with teacher modeling, while students follow along—or, if you feel like you’ve done some work already and students are ready, you can combine the first 2 steps. The point is that you want to provide a lot of support up front. Then you can have students work through the process in pairs or groups—and then individually. Note that all this would NOT likely happen in one day. This whole process could take a few lessons, at least, and then would be revisited regularly. BUT note, how many texts students are reading and analyzing, so it will not only be supporting their development of critical thinking, it will also be building their reading skills. This process can be applied in math, social studies, science, career, or basic life instruction. (CLICK)
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A worksheet like this can help guide the process. Note that once students are introduced to the idea of assumptions through a process like this, they can start applying it in reviewing their own writing and that of their peers.The issue of identifying assumptions undergird the development and critique of arguments. So we’ll be using  that concept again and again…For time’s sake, let’s move on to the elements of argument and we’ll see how assumptions figure in.



Mark: That was the worst Super Bowl ever!

Juanita: Huh? Why do you think so?

Mark: The score was so low. 10-3. Nothing ever happened.

Juanita: So what? Why does that make it so bad?

Mark: Super Bowls should be exciting, and scoring is 
what makes it exciting. 

Juanita:  But what about the great defense on
both sides. That was some excellent playing right there.

Mark: But it was bo-o-ring. The good defense kept anything 
exciting from happening until the end.  What a waste of 
time.

Let’s Get Real!
Claim

Evidence

Warrant

Counter-argument

Rebuttal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at how arguments typically go, off the cuff. Let’s take a minute to read through this exchange—maybe it happened at your house recently?? Let’s look at the building blocks of argument that we see here in this exchange.(Click) Here we see a claim, a thesis if you will. This is the starting point of Mark’s argument—remember, the way we’re using argument is to refer to one person’s chain of logic to support a contention. Mark gets some help in building his argument from the questions Juanita asks. Her first question is “Why do you think so?” (Click) So the evidence is the score. Now, that doesn’t seem like evidence to me. I don’t know what connection Mark is making to the low score making this the worst Super Bowl ever. Apparently, Juanita is thinking the same thing. So she asks “So what?” A so what question is often what we need to get to what is called (CLICK) a warrant. A warrant is the connection between the evidence and the claim. The warrant can get at what might be an assumption of the arguer. Notice here that Mark assumes that Super Bowls should be exciting and scoring is what makes it exciting. He may have already articulated that to himself before, but the question Juanita asks—”so what?”—helps him make it explicit. On the other hand, he may never have realized that scoring is what makes a game is exciting to him. He assumed that’s what makes a game exciting to everyone. Thinking about Juanita’s question helps him surface an assumption.Juanita then supplies a counter-argument: the defense on both sides was awesome—shouldn’t that matter? And now we see Mark’s rebuttal—nooo. The good defense just kept the teams from scoring. 



ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENT 
(adapted from Toulmin)

Claim (thesis)

Data (evidence)

Facts, 
statistics, 
examples, 

expert 
support

Warrant

Connection 
between the data 

and the claim 
(often an 

assumption that 
needs to be 
articulated)

Counter-
argument/Resp

onse

What an 
opponent 

might argue 
and the 
rebuttal

Presenter
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Toulmin described this process of building an argument years ago. In this simplified version, a good argument starts with a claim, supports it with evidence, and is explicit about what the evidence matters. A good argument also does what Mark needed Juanita’s help to do: think of counter-arguments and rebut them. Note that to think of counter-arguments, the arguer needs to look at the topic from someone else’s point of view. This looking at a topic from different points of view is a very difficult task, as I said earlier, and we probably need to spend more time on that as teachers than we do. For instance, in a classroom I might ask: What makes a Super Bowl great to one the players? To a coach? To a referee? To another fan? They might develop simple/bare-bone arguments like the one we just read, from these different points of view. (CLICK, CLICK, CLICK) Note that all this happens in a sea of assumptions. The better the argument, the more intentional the arguer is in being explicit about his or her assumptions. Considering how the evidence relates to the claim, for instance, surfaces assumptions that may need to be evaluated. The same happens when identifying and responding to counter-arguments.Poll-I’m going to ask you to raise your hand if you do these things. Lower your hand after we get the response. Go to next question.How many of you teach students how to make a claim, or write a thesis? POLLHow many of you teach students how to support a claim with evidence?How many of you teach students about warrants—that the connection between the data and the claim needs to be clear?How many of you teach students about counter arguments/responses?



MORE ABOUT “WARRANTS”

• Warrants connect data to the claim

 Often unspoken/unwritten

 Get at assumptions being made

• Instructional strategies

 Ask “So What?” when students offer evidence 
without explanation

 Analyze ads for warrants.

Presenter
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As I mentioned earlier, warrants are often left out of instruction related to arguments. Warrants are the connections between the data or evidence and the claim—and often they are unexpressed. Many assumptions are hiding here in warrant-land. For instance, my friend might say “My daughter is running a temperature. I’ll bet she has an infection.” The warrant here, the connection between the evidence and the claim that she has an infection, might be that a fever is a reliable sign of infection.One way to discover the warrant is to ask “So What?”, like Juanita did with Mark.. As listeners or speakers, we can query the text for why the author sees a particular piece of data as relevant. What’s the connection? As writers and speakers, we want to make our warrants, our connections, clear. Learners need to be taught this kind of thinking, whether or not you want to use the term “warrant” or not. I’ve seen some teachers use “connection”.Ads are great tools to use to explore warrants because they often make certain appeals to the consumer that are not expressed – that being beautiful is a goal, that belonging is good, that safety defines what makes a good automobile (oh, wait—or is that coolness?), that we all want lots of options, etc. 



TEACHING THE 
ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENT

• Evoke the elements through oral language/dialogue first.

• Provide explicit instruction--explain, model, guided practice, 
independent practice--with a few elements at a time.

• Evaluate texts for the elements (apply to reading/listening).

 Use guiding questions, graphic organizers

• Incorporate elements into writing/speaking assignments.

 Use guiding questions, graphic organizers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what are some basics of teaching the elements of argument, whatever the focus?The main evidence-based recommendation is that we need to start with and regularly incorporate oral language. If you think about it, we do most of our arguing verbally. Starting here is natural. It can also be quick. A 5-10 minute warm up, talking about music, TV shows, or current events can reinforce many of the elements of argumentation—which you would then want to see in more formal products, like papers or oral presentation. So, possible questions might include things like:Whose the best recording artist?Which restaurant in town is the best?What is the purpose of government?Should everyone in the U.S. be registered to vote when they are born?Should the government provide health care?Should U.S. citizens be able to go to college for free?How clean does our water need to be?In their book Oh, Yeah?!: Putting Argument to Work both in School and Out, Michael Smith and his colleagues suggests the teacher regularly instigate conversations like these to probe for and evoke the elements of argument. The dialogue might look a good bit like what we saw between Mark and Juanita. Over time, students start to think ahead, knowing that they’re going to have to cover all the elements. Their oral arguments start to become fuller from the get-go, instead of having to be built through questioning. Then they can transfer this process to their writing.Secondly, it’s important to provide explicit instruction—explain, model, guided practice, independent practice. Again, this follows the gradual release of responsibility model. Note that we can focus on just a few elements at a time. For instance, we might have students focus on providing evidence for claims first, working on the kinds of evidence that are widely recognized as valid. In later productions, they might focus on including counter-arguments.We also want to provide useful contexts for learners to analyze arguments they hear or read as well as to use the elements of argumentation in their own writing and presentations. Graphic organizers are valuable for these tasks, so let’s look at a few… (CLICK)



https://dese.mo.gov/college-career-readiness/curriculum/model-curriculum/units/courage-and-bravery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s 1 example of a graphic organizer that a class might use to focus on analyzing the evidence an author provides for a claim. The student is asked to identify the claim and then the evidence and evaluate whether or not the evidence provided is sufficient.



https://www.plainlocal.org/userfiles/448/Argument%20
raphic%20organizer%20(1)%20(1).pdf

http://hendersonlib.weebly.com/uploads/5/3/1/4/53147789/building_a
n_argument_graphic_organizer.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are examples of graphic organizers that can guide writing. You can see that they cover the process more comprehensively.



LOGICAL FALLACIES

• Ad Hominem
• Straw Man
• False Dilemma
• Slippery Slope
• Appeal to Pity
• Bandwagon

• Circular Argument
• Hasty Generalization
• Red Herring
• Appeal to Hypocrisy
• Appeal to Ignorance
• Misuse of Authority

Decent descriptions of logical fallacies can be found at:
• https://thebestschools.org/magazine/15-logical-fallacies-know/
• https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/rhetological-fallacies/

 common errors in reasoning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A logical fallacy is a common error in reasoning. Logical fallacies can be inadvertent or purposeful. If the goal is “winning”, to persuade a group to your way of thinking no matter the costs, you might intentionally use logical fallacies. However, if the goal is to move a group’s understanding further, to help reach a good decision, the goal is to use logically sound arguments. They can then be countered with other logical arguments, common ground can be identified, and the cycle continues. The reason we want to teach logical fallacies is so students learn *not* to use them in their own arguments AND to help them spot them in others’.I’ve listed some websites here that do a decent job providing definitions and examples of types of logical fallacies. The second one is much more comprehensive, so I encourage you to look at it when Andy sends you the Power Point.

https://thebestschools.org/magazine/15-logical-fallacies-know/
https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/rhetological-fallacies/


Teacher Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You received a document by email that looks like this. You’re going to use it in just a second, so please pull that out now. This is from Amy Boehnke, a teacher at Portland Community College in Oregon. She uses this handout to introduce students to logical fallacies. You’ll note in the left column (click) that she has hot links to examples of each logical fallacy. In the right column (click) she defines each. The (click “red flag” item indicates questions individuals and groups should ask themselves to keep from falling for each particular type of logical fallacy. Notice that the teacher has some filled out and she has left others blank. Part of the exercise is that students work in groups (or as a class for the first few) to think of questions they might ask themselves.The way I’d like us to use this handout right now is to think about which fallacies seems especially relevant today. Specifically, which ones do we see most often in the media? Let me show you some examples (click).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, here are three logical fallacies and examples that I found in the news. The Straw Man is where you create a false claim and then punch that claim down. The problem is, the point you’re rebutting isn’t related to the point your opponent is making. You’ve twisted the argument. For instance, if Person 1 claims that the border can me made safe through approaches other than a wall, someone using the Straw Man fallacy might start talking about open borders, which was not an argument Person 1 was making. Here you see other examples of logical fallacies. So here’s my question: Can you think of other logical fallacies that are likely to pop up in talking about current events/politics or that you see frequently in ads?? Which seem the most pertinent in this era? Why don’t you take a minute to type those into the CHAT BOX? You can just name a logical fallacy that seems prevalent right now and if you have the time and inclination, share an example. If you just want to share another example of one of these, that would be great. You are welcome to use the logical fallacies on Amy Boehke’s list or call attention to one that’s not on that one.[Time for Chat Box.]Thank you for your comments. [Discuss.] Andy, what do you notice from what our colleagues are writing?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you would, look at the rest of the teacher’s handout. I like how she has students match statements with the logical fallacy it represents. This is a good next step. What else could a teacher do—or what else have you done—to teach logical fallacies? Take a minute to share these in the Chat Box.[Chat Box time][Discuss]



CONVERSATION CAFE

• Based on World Café 
process 
(http://www.theworldcaf
e.com)

• Can use as precursor to 
debate (primes the 
pump)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You were also sent a handout leading students through a process called Conversational Café. This is based on the World Café model, which encourages people to come together to discuss important topics in civil, meaningful ways. I’ve included the hotlink for the World Café website if you’re interested. The way Amy Boehnke uses the World Café model is to help students think about a their own biases for both the pro and con side of a topic, what evidence they think each side will use, and expected counter-arguments they might make. She uses this exercise an a more informal way of exploring both sides prior to having students choose sides and debate.

http://www.theworldcafe.com


TEACHING LOGICAL FALLACIES
• Provide definitions and examples

• Have students find examples in 
editorials, letters to the editor, ads, 
and online comment threads

• Invite students to bring in examples 
that they see/hear outside of class

• Have students look for at least one 
logical fallacy when they review their 
own or a peer’s paper

• Comment on logical fallacies you find 
in students’ oral or written arguments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of these tips came up in the discussion… [Discuss.]We have just a few minutes to talk about ASSESSMENT. Would anyone be willing to share how they have assessed argumentation—or ideas that are occurring to you for how to do that? You can write those in the Chat Box.



ASSESSING WRITTEN/SPOKEN 
PRODUCTS 

• Use rubrics to be transparent

 Develop rubrics with students [or 
share a teacher-developed one] 
when the product is assigned

 Review content standards for 
guidance

 Be sure the criteria used are  level-
appropriate

• Encourage self-assessment and peer-
assessment

Available at 
https://wordgen.serpmedia.org/assets/wordgen_argum
entative_writing_rubric-copy.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Discuss]



FINAL THOUGHTS

Make critical thinking/argument part of the class 
culture; avoid one-and-done lessons/units

Incorporate collaboration and oral 
language (dialogue)

Include a mix of:
• Explicit instruction and implicit learning
• Learners’ evaluating the arguments of others and 

building their own arguments

 Focus on small chunks at a time (e.g., supporting 
claims with evidence, making warrants
clear, including a counter-argument)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to allow some time for Q&A, so let me just share a few final thoughts. 1) Make critical thinking/argument part of the class culture, not a one-and-done “unit”Regularly surface your own assumptions, call attention to assumptions being made in discussions and writings, keep discussion of logical fallacies aliveIn K-12 and higher education, there’s considerable attention given to inquiry projects—exploration of big topics like local housing issues, immigration, gun control, climate change, etc. It’s very important for the teacher to keep his or own own biases or assumptions in view in order to navigate these well, but it’s important to have a context for applying and developing critical thinking and argument skills. These kinds of projects also provide useful contexts for developing social studies, science, and math skills. [MATH EXAMPLE?]2) Focus on small chunks at a time (e.g., supporting claims with evidence, making warrants clear, including a counter-argument). You don’t have to do everything at once. You shouldn’t. Build up over time.3) Incorporate collaboration and oral language (dialogue)4) Lastly, make sure there’s a balance of explicit instruction and opportunity for learners to work with their own arguments or analyzing others. Let’s move now to some Q&A. Andy, would you like to lead us in that?



KEY RESOURCES

• Brookfield, S.D. (2012). Teaching for critical thinking: Tools 
and techniques to help students question their assumptions. 
San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.

• Palmer, E. (2016). Good thinking: Teaching argument, 
persuasion, and reasoning. Portland, ME: Stenhouse
Publishers.

• Smith, M. W., Wilhelm, J. D., & Fredricksen, J. E. (2012). Oh, 
yeah?!: Putting argument to work both in school and out.
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.



IMAGES USED

• http://www.stephenbrookfield.com/

• https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-31662024

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronald_Reagan

• http://worldartsme.com/strong-arm-clipart.html#gal_post_28621_strong-arm-clipart-
1.jpg

• http://www.minico.com/blog/4-critical-disaster-preparedness-considerations-agency/

• https://www.gettyimages.com/photos/yellow-dog-
productions?sort=mostpopular&mediatype=photography&phrase=yellow%20dog%20
productions

• https://cheezburger.com/683525/meme-of-the-day-logical-fallacy-ref-will-help-you-
keep-internet-arguments-fair

• https://depositphotos.com/57870359/stock-illustration-team-work-people-group-
of.html

http://www.minico.com/blog/4-critical-disaster-preparedness-considerations-agency/
http://www.minico.com/blog/4-critical-disaster-preparedness-considerations-agency/
http://www.minico.com/blog/4-critical-disaster-preparedness-considerations-agency/
http://www.minico.com/blog/4-critical-disaster-preparedness-considerations-agency/
http://www.minico.com/blog/4-critical-disaster-preparedness-considerations-agency/
https://www.gettyimages.com/photos/yellow-dog-productions?sort=mostpopular&mediatype=photography&phrase=yellow%20dog%20productions
https://depositphotos.com/57870359/stock-illustration-team-work-people-group-of.html


THANK YOU!

Presenter: Amy Trawick, atrawick1@gmail.com

A link to a recording and slides of this webinar will be 
sent to you and will be archived at nelrc.org/resources.

Please complete the very short webinar evaluation that 
pops up at the end.

Andy Nash, andy_nash@worlded.org
nelrc.org

mailto:andy_nash@worlded.org
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